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1. Abstract 
Expert systems are computer programs designed to reason like a human expert. The J)lost 
popular expert system environment is the forward chaining rule-based system. Applications for rule-
based production systems abound. Many of these applications must deal with complex objects, either 
coded into the system or accessed through databases. The representation of this data has been 
typically done in the form of facts or rules. This method places a burden on the knowledge engineer, 
since facts cannot represent complex objects.. This paper examines the issues of complex object 
representation in production systems, and explores a frame based metaphor. A new domain memory is 
added to CLIPS, a Rete based forward chaining production system. The domain memory holds frame 
descriptions which can be asserted or retracted into working memory as entities. This representation 
.. --
supports slot inheritance and defaults. A DBASEID interface allows database records to be directly 
read in as frames. 
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Introduction 
The .number of Expert Systems applications is growing rapidly. Advances in computer 
hardware are placing extremely powerful · processors on desks and factory floors. This powerful 
hardware now makes many expert systems applications practical. Rule based Production systems are 
frequently used in building Knowledge-based systems. In these systems, data, Qr the relationships 
between data must often be represented. In rule based systems, the standar,4 method of data 
representation, using working memory, provides little structure to the data elements and the 
relationships between them. This places a large burden on the knowledge engineer who must try to 
represent the ·data he is given. Without the proper data representations the task of producing a 
Q 
Knowledge-based system becomes more laborious. Better data structures can help ease the burden on 
theJmowledge engineer. This paper examines another method of representing data, as complex objects 
or frames. Using this representation, the data elements and the relationships between them have well 
defmed syntax and semantics. This leads to a simpler knowledge representation that can ease the 
burden of writing Knowledge-based system applications. Our goals are to describe a frame based 
approach to complex object representation and then implement this approach and demonstrate its 
capabilities. 
~ 2. Problem overview 
Rule based production systems are used as a programming environment for solving 
<, 
Knowledge-based problems. The success of past rule based applications has lured more people into 
considering the rule based approach to solving Knowledge-based problems. Knowledge~based 
problems are typically ill structured and have no known algorithmic procedure for solution. This class 
of problems is therefore not suited to traditional structured programming techniques. Production 
systems abandon the procedural approach to· programming for a more opportunistic app~~b. 
2 
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Rather than specify how something should be done, production systems tend to specify what to do 
,, 
when presented with certain elements ifof data Production· systems and traditional · programming do 
J} 
t 
have a common problem, though, of representing complex data Traditlonal languages are now being 
enhanced with object-oriented features to extend the power of their data represe~tations. C+ +, Eiffel, 
and Smalltalk all support"; complex ·obje~t representations of data These languages have benefitted 
from their support of complex objects. Complex objects off er more flexibility and easier understanding 
of the complicated nature of their data. Production systems can also .benefit from the same flexibility 
," 
that the complex object representation has offered traditional programmers. Production system 
architecture will now be reviewed to build a basis on which to add complex object description 
capabilities. 
2.1 Production system Architecture. 
Forward chaining production systems have been used for many years as the basis of expert 
systems. OPS5[4] is probably the most popular of these systems. It has evolved from the original 
OPS(Official Production System) Developed by Forgy[l]. The evolution of OPS defmed the structure 
of production systems. CLIPS ( C Language Integrated Production System) was developed as a 
portable production system based loosely on OPS5. It is structurally the same but lacks many of the 
advanced features of OPS5. This structure is quite simple and is shown in Figure 1. The fact base or 
. .\· 
working memory is analogous to human short term memory. The rule base represents human long 
term memory. An inference mechanism controls the application of the rules to elements in working 
memory. With this paradigm, the facts in working memory are modified and the long term memory , 
-
the rules, remain essentially static. Domain knowledge consists of information in a given problem 
domain. In a typical Knowledge-based system implementation, this domain knowledge is broken up 
into.rules that embody the knowledge and control the system. The working memory is used to store 
"' 
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ti 
the system inputs, outputs, and, intermediate data The inference mechanism matches facts to rules 
and performs the actions that the rules specify. This matching process continues until no more rules 
can frre. 
Working Memory Rule Base 
(Tom person) r--------~--R1_1_Je_1 __ _.. 
(?X person) 
=> 
(assert 
(?X srreart))) 
Agenda 
Rule! 
Production System Architecture 
Figure 1 
2.2 How Production Systems Handle Data 
Production systems have one central area for storing data called working memory. The 
working memory contains all of the dynamic knowledge in the system. This knowledge is represented 
as facts. For example, the fact that Tom is 35 year old can be represented as follows. 
(Tom age 35) 
4 
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The whole f~ is surrounded by parenthesis and contains three elements (words). The fust 
element is Tom, the second informs. us of the age attribute, and the third is a value 35. Note that 
spaces act as separators between fields in a fact and that no type information is required. . Facts are 
'-4 
stored in working memory, which is a collection of facts that denote the current state of the system. As 
the systems executes, facts are added (asserted) or removed (retracted) until the problem is solved. 
The facts in a production system are analogous to data structures in traditional languages. 
Unlike data structures facts are free form and require no specified type information. The number of 
fields or words in a fact is arbitrary. With such limited restrictions on fact structure it can become 
difficult to determine the semantics of a fact. For example, the fact (car runs ok) could mean that the 
car drives ok. It may also mean that the car engine runs well even though the car has a broken 
transmission and will not move. This is an example where the meaning of the fact is unclear. In most 
cases the programmer must be extremely careful of the meaning and organization of facts. 
Many of the semantic problems are caused by considering each fact apart from all others. 
This is done since working memory is treated as a collection of facts without explicit relationships 
between them. If the facts (car runs ok) and (car drives ok) are both present, the meaning of each fact 
becomes clearer given the context. The ref ore collecting all facts for a given object into a context is 
useful in organizing the fact base. 
CLIPS and OPS5 provide a way to assist in the organization of the fact base. Templates can 
def me keywords that act as placeholders in a fact. In these cases a keyword acts as the attribute. The 
value of the attribute is the value in that fact position. In this way a single fact can hold many attributes 
and values for an entity. The semantic problem is reduced because now all information about one 
object is in a single fact. Rewriting the car example using a CLIPS deftemplate yields ( car (runs yes) 
(drives yes)). This shows the position of the runs and drives attributes in this fact. The state of-the car 
5 
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is now specified by a single fact. This has eased the semantic pr<>blem but at the same time has added 
--
. 
restrictions. the first is that the car fact cannot have a new attnoute added. The second is that the 
,•' 
' 
attributes can only have single values. There are ways around these problems, but they require the 
programmer to code around them. 
Facts and templates are flat in structure. When dealing with complex objects, these 
representations cannot provide the depth needed to represent objects within objects. Part of the power 
of object representation is the ability to abstract or infer attributes over classes of objects. When a 
hierarchy is defmed, inheritance can be used to retrieve attnoutes and values from an objects ancestors. 
This allows objects to be successively refmed to the desired level of abstraction. The availability of 
default values allows inference of attributes that may not be known, but that for which, reasonable 
defaults can be implied. This area of representation becomes cumbersome to emulate in either OPS5 
or CLIPS. 
Inheritance is a powerful method of enhancing a data structure. Object-oriented languages 
such as C+ +, EIF'FEL, and SMALLTALK support inheritance to provide data abstraction. In most 
cases objects are refmed from more general concepts into more specific. For example a house is a 
more specific case of a building. The added information in house, builds onto the existing information 
already present in building. If we further specialize, a ranch-house is a more specific form of a hoUSe. ) 
This process of refmement allows an object to access unspecified attributes from its more general . 
ancestors. For example a building may defme a roof, so aoranch house will inherit this attribute without t. 
having to specify it directly. The power of inheritance is its ability to inf er common sense attributes 
over a class of objects without explicitly resorting to inference. The inference is actually coded into the 
inheritance algoritbrn. Though this restricts the applications of inheritance, it provides an efficient way 
to solve problems which must reason with classes of objects or data. 
6 
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2.3 Rules ,and Forward Chaining 
The rules in kno'Yledge-based systems contain the static domain knowledge. Once they are 
defmed, they do not change during a session.. Rules have two parts, a condition part (LHS) and an 
) action part (RHS). The condition part specifies which conditions must be present in working memory 
/ 
for the rule to be activated. · The action part specifies the action to be performed. A sample rule is 
shown below. 
(tom person) = > (assert (tom smart)) 
The left hand side of the rule (LHS) is the condition part, in this case (tom person). The = > 
separates the LHS from the RHS which is the action part of the rule. In this example (assert (tom 
smart)) is the action. This places the fact (tom smart) into working memory. The end result of this 
rule when it executes (frres) is to deduce that Tom is smart. 
The process of fifing rules based on working memory contents is called forward chaining. 
Forward chaining is an inference strategy that is ·based on pattern matching. The working memory 
contains facts, and the rule base contains rules. The forward chaining inference procedure matches the 
facts in working memory against the conditions of the rules. Any rules that match are placed on a 
queue called the agenda. The agenda contains all the rules that have their conditions satisfied. It is 
sometimes ref erred to as the conflict set, since all rules in this set are .conflicting to frre. One rule is 
,,~ 
picked from the agenda and its RHS ( action part) performed. This may modify the working memory 
and cause some new rules to e~ter the agenda and some old rules to exit. The facts are matched again 
and the process repeats. In this manner the facts drive the rules to a solution of the problem. 
-" 
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2. 4 Rete algorithm 
The most important part of forward chaining inference is the matching process. H every fact 
had to be compared against every rule, the system would be too slow to be useful. · FORGY[l]. d'' 
'<1 
developed the Rete match algorithm in 1979, for OPS2 to increase. the efficiency of the matching 
' 
operation. This algorithm exploits two characteristics of production systems to improve the efficincy of 
the matching process. The ftrst characteristic is called temporal redundancy. In most cases, only a few 
working memory elements change with each rule ruing. This implies that most of the matching 
performed for the previous cycle has not changed. Therefor~, it is not necessary to re-compute all the 
matches. It is only necessary to see what chaDged in working memory and check the matches for these 
changes. This reduces the number of matches significantly. 
The second characteristic that Rete exploits is structural similarity. Often, many rules will 
have similar LHS conditions. In these cases, the conditions can be shared by the rules and the match 
~ 
will be checked only once rather than once per rule. This sharing also reduces the memory 
requirements of the Rete network which are described next. 
In order to exploit the two characteristics mentioned above and improve the match efficiency, 
the rules must be pre-compiled. This compilation produces a network that represents the LHS of all 
the rules. The network is a type of data flow graph that represents the match patterns in the rules. A 
sample rule is shown below and it's network is shown in Figure 2. 
( defrule exl 
(?X eats meat) 
= > (assert (?X carnivorous))) 
8 
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This example introduces the concept of wild-card variables in rule patterns. The ?X· is a wild-
" 
card variable that matches and binds t<' any value for the first field of a fact.- The Rete network for this 
rule is: 
/ 
Rulel 
Figure 2 
The top of this graph contains a / which stands for the root of the network. All fact assertions 
and retractions are sent to this node. The next node is ?X which performs no comparison but binds t~e 
variable ?X to the frrst field of the fact. The ?X node then sends the remainder of the fact to the node 
" labeled "eats". This node compares the second field of the fact to the word "eats". If the node matches 
the fact, the fact is sent to the third node. This node compares the third field to the word "meat". If it 
matches, the fact is passed to rule "exl" which is placed on the agenda to frre. Note that the network 
only contains LHS information. Its sole purpose is to match facts to the LHS conditions. During the 
procedure above, if any field had failed to match, .the match attempt would have stopped and no 
message would be sent to the rule. 
To examine how Rete matches, we will propagate the fact (Ming eats meat) through the 
network in Figure 2. The fact is sent to the root ( / ) node in the network. It passes the fact down and 
?X binds to Ming in the frrst node. The frrst node then sends the fact down, and the second node 
matches "eats". The second node then sends the fact to the third node which matches "meat". The 
third node then sends the fact to the rule "exl" which is placed on the agenda. If we had propagated 
9 
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the fact (Ming eats ktbbles) instead, the match would have been stopped by the third node and the rule 
would not be put on the agenda. ,J.< 
The example above illustrates the network for a very simple rule. The LHS of a rule can 
contain many patterns to match. These patte~ are separated by implicit ".@9<1" statements. In this· 
case all the patterns must be matched for the rule to ftre. Variables can also appear in more tmut one 
pattern. They are bound to a value when they ftrst occur. Any further use must match the previously 
bound value. Given this, another example will be examined. 
( defrule ex2 
=> 
(?X isadog) 
(?X breed ?Y) 
(printout t ?X "'s breed is" ?Y crlf')) 
' 
r :;' 
This rule will ftre only if both patterns match. For this to occur, the ?X must match in both 
patterns. The Rete network for this rule is more complicated. It introduces the concept of a~join node. 
The join node combines the results of the two patterns and joins or connects them. In doing so it 
verifies the binding of the ?X variable. A join node hm two inputs, one on the left and one on the right. 
The output comes out at the bottom of the join node. The network for the above rule is shown in 
Figure 3. 
' ,. 
• 
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?X 
?Y 
• 01n 
Rulel 
Figure 3 
The network illustrates two features of the Rete, network. First notice that ?X is shared by the 
two patterns. This sharing is not done to verify the binding of the ?X variable. Binding is checked in 
the join. The sharing of nodes is done only to save space in the network. The rule will be placed on 
the agenda only when a fact entering the left join input has a ?X that matches a fact that has entered 
the right join input. To accomplish this the join nodes have memories at each input. These memories 
compare and save the facts that come down eac~ input. It is these join memories that actually form the 
internal "working memory" of Rete. All facts that are asserted are eventually stored in the memories of 
the joins that could possibly match that fact. In this way the network maintains its own internal copy of 
the contents of working memory. This also illustrates that Rete is designed around facts. If other data 
structures are to be added, they must be representable as facts in order for the Rete network to be able 
to use them. 
11 
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To further examine the Rete exan;,ple, three facts will be mserted and their flow through the 
network in Figure 3 will be observed. The ftrst fact is ( Ming isa dog ). This fact will enter at the root 
' ' 
and flow down the left band branch of the network until it stops at the left join memory. Since there is 
no matching fact in the right join memory, the fact stops. (Sparky· breed dalmatian) is asserted next. ·_ 
This fact flows through the right band branch until it enters the right input of the join. It can go no 
(.l 
further since there is no fact in the left memory which has "Sparky" bound to ?X. Fmally (Ming breed 
shitzu) isa ~rted. This also travels down the right hand side of the tree into the join's right input. 
When ?X is examined, there is an entry in the left baud join memory that matches ?X. The join 
merges these two facts and sends them to the rule to place it on the agenda 
All facts are remembered in the join memory until they are retracted. Retraction works in the 
same manner as assertion except the facts are removed from join memories. ff a retraction results in a 
rule becoming invalid, then the join sends a retraction to the rule to remove itself from.the agenda 
The example above was not designed to illustrate all aspects of Rete. Many more complex 
situations arise that must be handled. For an in depth study on Rete consult FORGY[l]. The primary 
point here is to understand that Rete is an efficient matching algorithm. Its matching approach is 
based on facts, and the Rete network has memory of every fact that has partially matched a pattern. 
Since Rete is so efficient at matching, it is desirable to utilize it. To do so complex object data must be 
represented as facts so that the Rete network can be utilized to match and drive the inference process. 
12 
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3. Data Representation in Rule Based Systems 
' 
Domain knowledge, knowledge about a particular problem area, must be stored in some 
manner. In common Knowledge-based systems all of the data is stored in working memory .. · This is a 
departure from the initial model of working memory as a temporary holding place for information. 
Examples of this extended view of working memory abound. To reason about cities and the distances 
between them, working memory can be used as a place to bold this information. The assertions below 
show a sm~ example of this. 
( distance NY CHICAGO 650) 
( distance NY LA. 2975) 
( distance PHILLY NY 98) 
Experience reveals that people do not keep these distances in short-term memory, ready for 
instant use. Research bas shown that human working memory can hold 5 to 9 items at once. Use of 
working memory for a database of long term facts is contrary to ·bow humans store factual information. 
Thus, placing large amounts of facts in working memory is contrary to the human model of data 
processing, which was what rule based systems were originally modeled after .. 
It is interesting to examine how the extended view of working memory developed. As 
production systems moved away from modeling human cognition to applications as expert systems, the 
defmition of. working memory was stretched. Computers could easily have a very large working 
memory without much difficulty. It was much easl~r to increase the size of working memory rather 
''I.• 
than develop a new model. Forgy[l] in his dissertation on OPS2 shows three large production systems 
-
with between 300 and 1000 rules that averaged between 50 and 120 working memory elements at any · 
one time. Most of these elements have very little to do with the current goal that the system is 
processing. This illustrates that the people writing production systems fmd working memory a 
13 
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conyenient place to. put data This is contrary to the original human model the system was based on. 
The amount·· of data placed· in working memory should be Jimited to the facts needed to solve the 
current problem. 
',• 
Another interesting historical fact is that most early production systems dealt with "bard-
coded" facts. They were not linked with databases or iof ormation systems. In todays world, databases 
play a central role in how humans store and retrieve information. Many of todays systems support 
databases in a superficial manner. They use external calls to databa.,e access functions to extract 
information. Since there is no internal representation of the database record, they cannot reason about 
0 
the structure of the data A production system model which supports true database access must 
represent the database with an internal data structure. It must also provide a method of inference for 
this structure. 
3.1 What is data 
To understand how data should be represented, we must defme what it is. We have chosen the 
foil owing defmition of data 
Data is a set of complex object(s) that contain elemental knowledge in a problem 
domain. This set contains only raw information with no inference capability. 
In many fields, this definition would defme data as "book knowledge". This type of knowledge 
,-/,,;' 
7" 
is easily extracted from books and tables, but cannot be used without a rule base that knows how to 
apply it. In many cases, this data is considered of secondary importance to inference strategy and 
planning. In large production systems for solving real world problems access ·to this information is just 
as crucial as inference. 
14 
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The terDl "complex object" in the defmition above should also be defmed for ·clarity. 
A complex object refers to an entity that contains other objects u _sub-parts. These · 
objects· are cl~ed in an inheritance hierarchy to distinguish· their relationships to one 
another. 
3.1.1 How Data can be Represented 
Data 11M been represented in many ways. Traditional programming languages, such as Pascal, 
C, Ada, focus on pre-defmed data types. The concept of strong types is missing in production systems. 
Data types may be assembled into structures, records or groupin~ to organize the data in a more 
logical f~hion. With the advent of object-oriented techniques, hier~chical data structures are also 
now easily implemented. If programming using "procedural" methods can provide these data 
\ 
structures, why can't rule based systems? The answer lies more in the implementation of the control 
strategies than in the data representation. Procedural languages are built on rigidly defmed algorithms 
for rigidly def med data The control is in the programmers bands and he must direct the process every 
step of the way. In contrast, production systems are opportunistic in nature. The control is not rigidly 
specified and planned into the code. The concept is to embody the knowledge to produce the desired •, 
result. Because of this, the fact base is designed to be of general purpose with little imposed structure. 
3.1.2 Limitations of Existing Representations 
The production system CLIPS provides a data representation called templates in addition to 
the fact structure. This flat data representation is similar to OPSS literalize field names. The template 
allows facts to have random access to positionally coded fields. This allows convenient access to the 
" 
,, 
fields, which are similar to fields in a Pascal record. An example of this is shown below. 
15 
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( deftemplate ~rson 
) 
(field name (default ?NONE)) 
'{field age (default ?NONE)) 
(field sex (default ?NONE)) 
Using this template a new person ,.fact can be a.uerted by the following statement. 
(assert (person (name Doug) (age~) (sex male))) 
This builds the working memory fact shown below 
(person, Doug 28 male) 
The fields are positionally encoded and the template always has the template name as its frrst 
' 
field. Using this representation to depict complex objects becomes difficult in several ways. Frrst, the 
template fact is always defmed by its frrst field. In rule patterns, this field must be a constant and must 
;/' . 
be specified, no variable binding, are allowed H we have another template with the same fields but a 
different name, say dog, we cannot write a simple pattern in a rule that will match either template. 
This limits the amount of abstraction we can have over similar data items. 
Another shortcoming of deftemplate is its flat structure. The field values cannot be other 
templates. Each individual instantiation is a single fact with its fields pre-defmed and positionally 
encoded. There is no information explicitly in the fact b~ that describes the structure of the 
. 
template. The rules cannot wild-card match on field names since they are not really part of the fact 
themselves. The fields are only a syntactic convenience and provide no semantic assistance. A truly 
flexible data representation makes available the name of the attribute as part of the data representation 
itself. ~ becomes extremely important when importing data records from datalJ~s where the field 
names may not be predefmed in the rule base. In these cases, a description of the data may only 
known at execution time. 
16 
3.1.3 SOAR Data definition 
The SOAR[4] system was built on top of QPS5 to addrea some of the Mes disctwed above. 
Its main feature is a novel control strategy, but it also implements a different data storage metaphor. 
By defining objects using (object attnl>ute value) triples, and ~ouping these triples, a more 11seful data 
representation is achieved. It allows matching on objects and attnbutes, and the ~rtion or removal 
of objects. The authors of SOAR spent much of their effort exploring control strategy ismes, never 
fully developing this data representation. Some of their ideas are used in the implementation of 
frames in CLIPS. 
3.2 Frames 
Frames have been used to address data representation problems. The concept of a frame was 
frrst described in detail by MINSKY[3]. In his paper, he describes a frame in the following manner. 
"A frame is a data structure for representing a stereotyped situation, like ~ing in a 
certain kind of living room, or going to a child's birthday party. Attached to each 
frame are several kinds of information. Some of this information is about how to use 
the frame. Some is about what one can expect to happen next. Some is about what to 
do if these expectations are not confmned." 
Although this description is general, it gives us a starting point in discussing what a frame is, 
what it is useful for, and how it can be implemented 
Minsky's ideas on frames were developed out of his research of computer vision. He marveled 
at the human ability to examine an image and quickly identify elements of it. He also noted that when 
situations were unfamiliar, humans had more difficulty recognizing the elements. In bis mind, he 
imagined a set of templates or frames that held familiar representations. These frames were chosen 
and modified to fit the situation at hand H the· situation ~ unfamiliar, the frame to represent it could 
not be retrieved or easily constructed Many other features of huroan.thi~king were predicted b¥ the 
17 
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frame model These include image rotation and the different appearance · of objects drawn in 
perspective. The main problem with frames was the lack of a well defmed inference procedure. 
· 3.2.1 What is a frame 
below. 
The defmition of a frame by Minsky wa., quite general. A more precise defmition is shown 
A frame is a data structure with pre-defmed slots which can have default values. These slots 
can hold a value or a pointer to another frame. 
Though this defmition is much narrower than Minsky's, it bas the benefit of being easy to 
implement. It is also remarkably similar to the defmition of complex objects. Figure 4 illustrates a 
) ' 
typical frame structure. The slot names and number of slots are fixed when the frame is defmed. The 
value of a slot can be either a word, number, or the name of another frame. 
Ho11se 
Slot isa Building 
Slot door door52 
Slot kitchen kitchen57 
Slot fatnilyrooID. fa,r,ilyrootn35 
Slot Bath bathrooDl.23 
Slot bedroolll bedroolll2 
Slot lotsize 0.25 
Slot City none 
Exainple Frair,e 
. Figure 4 
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3.2.2 Frames encapsulate data 
A frame provides a · convenient way to encapsulate data A frame collects all data and 
references into one cohesive chunk that can be placed into working memory. This encapsulation a 
makes it easy to assert or retract f~oin working memory. A single command· can place all the facts 
dealing with a particular model of house into working memory. A single retract can remove them. 
This encapsulation frees _the knowledge engineer from having to rem·ember the exact structure of each 
frame and asserting each fact correctly. Another benefit is tlJal the encapsulation provided by the 
frame makes it easy to load or store frames onto mass storage. This -allows larger knowledge bases to 
load only the information currently needed into working memory. 
A fmal benefit of the frame representation is the availability of attribute names in the 
representation. Since the attribute names are part of each fact, when a frame is asserted, the names of 
the attributes are also asserted This makes the attnbute names available to the rules. Even if the 
names are unknown when the frame is read in, the names can still be inf erred from the facts· in 
working memory . This allows the use of frames whose slots are not defmed until run time. Including 
the attribute names as part of the representation provides a type of meta-level knowledge, or 
knowledge about the structure of the data 
,, 
3.2.3 Frames Relate Data 
In many cases, elements of data are related. The relationships between these data elements 
are important domain knowledge. Frames help represent these relationships by allowing slots to 
contain other frames. For example, the house frame can have a slot ·which contains a window. This 
window can be a frame itself which may have slots for manufacturer and type of window. The frame 
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explicitly represents the relationship that the house Im a window. This clarifies the semantics of the 
relatiomhips between the data elements. 
3.2.4 Frames Provide Defau/J Values 
Another feature provided by frames is default values for slots. At times it is desirable not to 
specifically state all values for a particular frame, but to rely on default or typical values for that 
particular class of objects. For example all houses have a color. An instance that inherits this slot also 
gets the default value of the color slot. Default values allow a color slot to be specified and all other 
houses will have this slot and its default value. This simplifies the representation and allows us to inf er 
about things that with only partial knowledge. H housel is an instance of a house then it bas a color 
value specified by the default. 
3.2.5 Frames Inherit Values 
Inheritance is another powerful mechanism representing relationships between data elements. 
It uses a hierarchical representation of the data to represent the intrinsic relationships in the data. In 
the house example it can be stated that the house is a kind of building. This "ako" link relates the 
house frame to the building frame. In this way all slots of building are also slots of house. For example 
all buildings have roofs and houses are a kind of building. ff an inheritance relationship is specified 
between house and building, then the frame house will inherit the roof slot from building. Inheritance 
will defme roof and its default value as a slot of house. This allows the house frame to become a more 
specialized form of a building. 
3.2.6 How Frames are used 
The most difficult part of designing a frame representation is in defining how to perform an 
inference on it. A data structure must be a~ible and-convenient or it will not be- used. This is no 
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exception in production systems~ For this reason, the domain memo,:, concept was added to CUPS to -_ 
help to conceptually clarify the implementation. This domain memory, shown in F'igure 6, , is -used to 
store frame descriptions. The domain memory is sort of a "parking spot" for frames that may soon be 
needed in working memory. It also forms the buis for the inheritance hierarchy and default value.s. 
Frame descriptions may be added or deleted from domain memory u desired. The frame desaiptiom 
and instances may also be read in from DBASEm fdes. 
Domain memory holm the descriptions of all frames. It descn1>es the frame name, its slots, 
the actual or default value of the slots, and the parent frame. A frame description is retained in 
domain memory regardless of whether the frame is in working memory or not. Once defmed, a frame 
is in domain memory until it is removed A dozen or so frames can represent the equivalent of a 
hundred facts in working memory. 
When a frame's information is needed for inference, the frame must be ~rted into working 
memory. The section on Rete illustrated that rules can match only on working memory facts. A frame 
,.--• 
must be converted into facts to frre rules. To accomplish this, a frame's slots are ~rted into working 
memory as object-attribute-value triples. The assertion process places the frame's slots in working 
memory as facts. These assertions cause rules whose LHS matches the frame to be placed on the 
agenda. When the frame has completed fuing all the rules, it is automatically retracted from working 
memory. This completes a frame action cycle. The rules act as filters to extract and fire on features in 
the frame that is referenced. 
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4. CLIPS with· Compl~ Objects 
CLIPS is a rule based production system developed by NASA. It is w1itten in C and can be 
compiled to run on a variety of platforms, from PC's to Crays. Clips w. chosen due to it's source code 
availability. Though not as powerful as OPS5, it can still be used to wiite systems in the 500 rule range. 
FCLIPS is the author's extended form of CLIPS that supports complex _objects using a frame like 
representation. This section ~ FCLIPS's syntax and architecture. 
There are several complications encountered when adding frames to a rule-b~d production 
system. These are syntax, semantics and inference control. These three components defme the 
appearance and operation of the system. All of these must be clearly def med for the system to be 
useable. The fallowing section def mes the syntax, semantics ·, and inference control for frames in 
o,- !.,' ' 
FCLIPS. Several examples are given to illustrate the application of each component. 
Adding frames to a production system also involves some compromises. The first compromise 
is representation. Production system's working memory is designed around facts. Facts are placed 
into working memory which ~ no inherent structure. It is just a pool of information. One of the 
main features of frames is the data encapsulation they provide. For example, all the information about 
a house can be contained .. witbin one frame. When reasoning, this frame should be accesmble in one 
large chunk. This poses a problem since the Rete matching algorithm cannot support a frame type of 
structure directly. To solve .this problem, the domain memory is used to represent the frame while 
another fact based representation is placed in working memory for Rete. 
Frame slots are represented as facts in working memory. The elements of each fact must be 
constants for the Rete algorithm to perform matches. Frame slots are constants only if they contain 
atomic data. But some slots contain the names of other frames ~ a pointer to th~ frame. This type of 
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relationship cannot be ~ed by Rete directly. . Rete performs matching but ca
nnot perform the 
indirect reference to the sub-frame. In order to avoid this problem, the domain memor
y is added to 
hold the frame. The frame then consists of two representatiom one inside of w
orking memory for 
Rete pattern matching, and one outside working memory and in domain memory
, for inheritance, /' 
defaults, and sub-frame representation. This dual representation is less efficient in
 terms of memory 
space, but provides other advantages such as database acres., which will be presented
 later. 
4.1 FCLIPS Frames, An Introduction 
To address the problems of representing objects in a productioi;i system, the CLIPS production 
system was chosen as a test bed for implementation. The main reason for choos
ing., CLIPS was the 
availability of C source code. Due to time constraints it was decided that the major emphasis be placed 
into three areas. These areas are, the representation of objects as frames, inheritance , and database 
access. 
When examining bow to extend CLIPS, many features were considered. Frrst an ob
ject-based 
description was desired. This desire developed from a familiarity with object-oriented languages and 
the flexibility of their representation. Frame~ with a hierarchical description appe
ared like a natural 
method of implementing much of the data encountered in Knowledge-based systems
. Reasoning could 
take place at many levels depending on ones place in the hierarchy. A the highe
st level , the most 
general inferences are made. At su~vely lower levels in the tree, more spec
ific information is 
found. This hierarchy is imposed by an inheritance mechanism built into the frames
. It is desirable to 
implement this mechanism within FCLIPS. 
When. examining data representation techniques, the frame structure stood out a
s a good 
. method of representing complex objec~ Even though frames have only a cursory. relationship to 
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relatiomhip cannqt be handled by Rete directly. Rete performs matclling but 
~1111.I perform the 
indirect reference to the sub-frame. In order to avoid this problem, the domain memory is ad
ded to 
hold the frame. The frame then consists of two representations one inside of wo
rking memory for 
Rete pattern matching, and one outside working memory and in domain memory
, for inheritance, 
defaults, and sub-frame representation. This dual representation is les.1 efficient in 
terms of memory 
space, but provides other advantages such as databa,e ~ which will be presented late
r. 
4.1 FCLIPS Frames, An Introduction 
To address the problems of representing objects in a production system, the CLIPS production 
system was chosen as a test bed for implementation. The main reason for choosing 
CLIPS was the 
availability of C source code. Due to time constraints it ~ decided that the qiajor emphasis be placed 
into three areas. These areas are, the representation of· objects as frames, inheritance , and database 
access. 
When examining how to extend CLIPS, many features were considered. FlfSt an ob
ject-based 
description was desired. This desire developed from a familiarity with object-oriented languages and 
the flexibility of their representation. Frames with a hierarchical description appe
ared like a natural 
method of implementing much of the data encountered in Knowledge-based systems. R
easoning could 
take place at many levels depending on ones place in the hierarchy. A the highe
st level , the most 
general inferences are made. At succesavely lower levels in the tree, more spe
cific · information is 
found. This hierarchy is imposed by an inheritance mechanism built into the frames. It is desirable to 
implement this mechanism within FCLIPS. 
When examining data representation techniques, the frame structure stood out
 as a good 
method .of representing ~mplex objects. Even though frames have only ~ cursory relationship to 
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objects, the mapping to our desir.ed data -structure proved to be complete. Our goal -was more 
representational than procedural, so the difference between rra,,,es and objects beca111e • distinct. 
Frame inheritance using "isa" and "ako" links provides an acceptable inheritance mechanjsm. ~ 
format of slot attnl>ute and value triples was also compatible with a fact bme representation. Figure 4 
shows a representation of a frame. 
• 
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4.2 FCLIPS Architecture 
. '( 
FCLIPS extends CLIPS by adding a frame based complex object representatiQIL · Figure 5 
shows the structure of FCLIPS. The only major addition is the domain memory. This was added to 
,, 
hold the frame descriptions which represent complex objects. Domain memory provides the 
programmer with an organized plare to put frames. As mentioned previously, though, the domain 
memory is only a temporary parking place for frame. As r~ning proceeds, various frames ran be 
brought into and out of domain memory as needed This provides a way to control the focus of the 
system by limiting the frames in domain memory to those needed to ·solve the subproblem at baud 
Do:roa1n MeDJory 
Rule Base 
Ho11se 1f ork1D8 Me:rnory 
Bw11Jd1na 
Agenda 
Rule! 
FCLIPS Architecture 
Figure 5 
Domain memory also provides a place to perform frame inheritance. Computing inheritance 
relationships is an iterative algorithmic procedure. It is more efficient to oompute this relatiomhip 
using the frame descriptions in domain memory rather than with rules and facts. Domain mem<>ry 
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Fr~e names are defmed u indentifiers. This provides the structure to implement inheritance and 
sub-frame relatiombips. Fmally, databue records are mapped into domain JQ.emory fnmles which are 
then asserted into working memory. An example of a frame in domain memory is shown in Figure 6. 
DOMAIN MEMORY 
. . . . . . . . . . . 
• • Ill • • • • • • • . . . . . . . . 
• • I • • I a a • • • • • • a • a 
. 
. . . . . . . . . 
. . 
. . . . . . . . 
. 
• I e • • 
. . . . . . . . 
House Slot 1sa B11iJdin1 
Slot window window67 
Slot door d.oor52 
Slot Kitchen yes 
FRAME in- DOMAIN MEMORY 
Figure 6 
·-1 
The ftrst attempt at creating frames ~ to add functions to clips that could test the contents of 
a frame in domain memory. In this versio~ no working memory representation of the frame existed. 
Many difficulties arose. There were no frame facts in working memory to fire the- rules. To acce~ a 
slot of the frame, a function ~ called on the LHS of a rule. this function would extract the value of 
the slot and retwn it. The pattern in the rule would then bind this and match on it. This method 
produced very strange rules that were hard to code and use. Another etlect was that the frame 
' 
accessor function was aooessed by each rule -every time any fact ~a§el'ted or~retracted. This~ 
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~used by Rete re-evaluating _ all LHS function calls every time an cmert · is perf o - This 
._, 
implementation~ clearly.incompatt1>le with Rete, and another wa., chmen. 
The previous implementation ignored the fact that production· systems are data driven. Fact 
assertions into working memory drive the system. The previous method avoided ~rting any part of 
the frame into working memory. After examining the problem it became clear that to<,tire rules, the 
contents of a frame must be cmerted into working memory. In this way, the addition of new frame 
facts causes rules to be ftred. Figure 7 illustrates the relationship between domain memory, frames, 
and working memory. The frame acts as a bridge between the two representations. The domain 
memory representation is more organized and easier to encode. The working memory representation 
is necessary for Rete to frre rules. This dual representation allows the frame to drive inference. 
DOMAJN MEMORY 
CAR 
.Krl'22 
HOUSE 
HOUSE 1 ISA HOUSE 
SLOT KrfCREN Krl:22 
SLOT BATB1 FBATH23 
SLOT BATH2 NO 
WORR•NG MEMORY 
FRAMES BRIDGE DOMAIN-WORKING 
MEMORY GAP. 
FIGURE 7 
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The problem with this method is control, when to put frames into working memory and when 
to remove them. The system will be difficult to use if all the details of frame assertion have to be 
handled by the programmer. Fortunately, controlling the assertion of frames into working memory can 
be .solved by noting a simple fact. Figure 8 illustrates that the agenda in clips is a push down stack. As 
new rules are activated, they are queued on top of previous rules on the agenda. The rules on the 
agenda will be executed in the opposite order from which they are added This- conveniently allows a 
frame to build a stack of rule fuings that can control its assertion, rule fuings, and retraction. As long 
as the assertions are made together in one block, with no intervening rule fuings, the stack frame of 
rule fuings · will operate correctly. When a frame is asserted, It frrst asserts a (retracLframe 
< framename > ) fact. This fact matches a retract frame control rule which will be stacked on the 
agenda frrst. It cannot frre though because additional firings will be added on top of it. Next all of the 
slots are asserted. This places more rules on the agenda on top of the retract frame~control rule, 
inhibiting its action until later. Once the stack frame is built, inference is allowed to proceed. When all 
of these rules fire, the agenda is left with the retract frame rule which frres and removes the frame from 
working memory. This is all handled automatically by an added function and a few control rules. This 
automatic retraction procedure can be prevented if the programmer desires to keep a frame in working 
memory. 
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Agenda 
Frame retract rule 
FRAME1 
Sub-trame assert 
Frame action rule 
FRAME1 
Frame action rule 
FRAME1 
Frame action rule 
FRAME1 
<- Fram.el retract 
<- Fram.el rule firinls 
Frame Rule Firings 
Stacked on Agenda 
Figure 8 
With the control structure defmed, the assertion of frames from domain memory into working 
memory provides a method for bringing a frame into focus. When a frame is desired, a rule asserts the 
fact (assert_frame framename) into working memory. A control rule matches this fact and calls the 
fassert function. This function fmds the specified frame in domain memory and asserts it in the 
previously described manner. Rules that act on frames are opportunistic in nature. They are written to 
detect the presence of the desired frame in working memory and then assert new fmdings about the 
frame. For example , a rule can watch for a house frame with a two car garage. When a frame 
meeting this requirement is asserted it can build a fact that states that the house has been found. This 
fact may trigger a further exploration of the given house frame. In this way, rules are written that act 
as recognizers of features of a frame. 
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Rules c.ao have different effects when they recognize a frame. Two rule forms are possible, 
negative and positive. The negative form . is ~d to eliminate undesirable frames fto11.1 working 
memory. This type of rule searches for a pattern in the frame that is undesirable and then forces a 
frame retract. This eliminates the frame from further consideration. Tbe positive form of the rule 
searches for desirable frames and preserves them to prevent the~ from being automatically ~eleted. 
In this way the desired frames can be forced to remain in working memory until explicitly retracted. 
The default is to retract a frame after it has fired all applicable rules. 
Until now, inheritance ha, been left out of the frame discussion. Figure 9 illustrates a small 
example of inheritance. .It shows a building, house, and window frames, and their relationships. 
Inheritance adds several complications to the frame's working memory representation. First, the 
parent frames must be brought into working memory along with the child. This permits rules to access 
the parent frame. Frames inherit from one another by isa or ako slot names. These slot names are 
reserved for inheritance. When a frame is asserted, the isa and ako slot values are examined If the 
name of a frame in domain memory is found, it will be asserted . If this parent has a parent, it will be 
asserted next, and so on up the inheritance tree. 
The main feature of inheritance is to allow access to inherited parameters. When a frame is 
asserted, all of its inherited slots ate computed and asserted along with the specified slots. If a 
~ 
--b • 
specified slot has the same name as an inherited slot, it takes precedence over the inherited one. In 
this way inheritance can be overridden. Inheritance uses default values specified in the parent for the 
value of the inherited slot. Note that inheritance is not computed until a frame is asserted. The 
representation in domain memory does not have inheritance pre computed. 
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BUJLDJNG 
SLOT ROOF YES 
SLOT BASEMENT YES 
SLOT GARAGE YES 
BOUSE AKO BUilaDING 
SLOT BATllt NIL 
SLOT Krl'CHEN NIL 
FULLBATB67 
Toil.et yes 
Sink yes 
Shower yes 
--- Housel isa. BOUSE 
Slot BATH1 FULLBATH57 
Slot R.tl'CHEN NIL 
Inheritance Hierarchy 
Figure 9 
Sub-frames are part of the inheritance mechanism. Normal inheritance follows aka and isa 
. 
links up a hierarchy. Sub-frames follow down a path from the given frame. They are most often used 
for the "part-or relationship. Sub-frames occur when the value of a slot is a defmed frame name. Sub-
frame expansion works differently from inheritance though. Sub-frames are not asserted immediately. 
A request for assertion is piaced on the agenda stack and will cause the sub-frame to be asserted once 
the main frame has frred its rules. This allows general inference about the frame to be perf armed 
before the specific sub-frame inference. 
Frame instances are used to represent specific examples of a class of objects. When a frame is 
defmed it can be used as a general template for other frames. If a specific example of this type of object 
is desired, an instance must be built in domain memory. An instance is built usit1g the instance 
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· function. The (fput <ipstancenarne> <slotname> <value>) can be called to fill in the slots. For 
.,. 
example, we may defme · a generic house and then defme a specific instance of· ~ house with 
particular values filled in. Figute 9 shows an instance of a house frame called housel. Housel is a 
. . . I 
specific example of a house frame. Housel was built using the instance_ function. Then the fput was be 
called to fill in the slots. Static instances can be built at compile time by defming a deftemplate with 
the same fields as the parent, but with defmed slot values and an isa slot with the parent name as a 
value. 
A set of rules is needed to support the frame representation in FCLIPS. Frame retraction is a 
complex procedure that requires the use of rules to perform correctly. These rules detect the presence 
of retract frame facts and call for frame retractions. They must be included into any FCLIPS Rule 
base. The rules are listed in the appendix. 
4.3 Frame lmpl.ementation in FCLIPS 
4.3.1 Syntax 
A discussion of the frame syetax follows. The syntax was closely resembles that of the 
deftemplate construct already in CLIPS. 
De/frame Construct 
The deffframe construct defmes the structure of a frame or instance. One or more slots are 
defmed and given default or actual values. A sample frame defmition is shown below. 
( defframe house " a frame for houses " 
L' I 
-, 
(slot style (default ranch)) 
(slot exterior (default vinyl)) 
(slot number_bedrooms (default 3)) 
(slot bedrooml (default yes)). 
(slot bedroom.2 (default~yes}) 
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(slot bedroom3 ( default yes)) 
• I . 
.. (slot dinning_room (default yes)) 
(slot Jiving_room· ( default yes)) 
(slot kitchen ( default yes)) 
(slot number_baths· (default 1)) 
(slot bathl ( default yes)) 
(slot garage (default none)) 
) 
·, 
. 
~ 
The frame defmes our concept of a basic house. It generalizes the concept of a house when 
r·\_ . 
there are no specific instance to relate to. Once defmed, this house frame, will permit the building of 
house instances. It acts as a template for instance creation. 
-The syntax of the defframe function is similar to the deftemplate. It must be surrounded by 
parentheses like all CLIPS statements. Spaces separate the fields in the defmition. The frrst word 
must be "defframe" followed by the name of the frame. The name of the frame in the example above 
was "house". The next field is an optional text comment for documentation purposes. Following the 
comment are any number of slots defmed as follows. A left parenthesis followed by the word "slot" and 
a user supplied slot name. This is followed by another left parenthesis the word "default" or_the word 
"value", and the user supplied default or value. All the parentheses must then be closed. The frame 
grammar is shown below for reference. 
fnn =. (defframe FIDENT ["comment"] 
[SLOT]+ 
) 
SLOT= (slot SLOTNAME ([defaultlvalue] SLOTVAL)) 
FIDENT = [A-Z,a-z,0-91.-] + 
SLO-TNAME = (A-Z,a-z,0-91.-] + 
SLOTVALUE= [A-z,a-z,0-91.-]+ 
Note that after the slotnarne the word "default" or "value" must be present. Both of these 
words perform the same function. It is the user's responsibility to choose the one that best fits the 
semantics of the particular situation. 
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The semantic., of the defframe function. are· best defmed ·as the ·construction of a· working 
memory assertion template. The defframe constructs a data structure in domain memory -containing 
the information necessary to build working memory representations ·of the frame. When the defframe 
is. defmed, the slot names and values ( or defaults) are placed in domain memory until needed by 
f assert. Fassert is then used to build actual working memory facts from the defframe: Defframe 
explicitly predefmes the structure of a frame. This is necessary so that rules written later can take 
advantage of this pre-defmed structure. 
F assert Function 
The fassert function places a domain memory frame into working memory. For rules to frre 
on frame slots, it is necessary that the frame be in working memory. The fassert function also handles 
inheritance and default values. As mentioned previously, the deffraroes are stored in a raw form. 
Inheritance is computed when the frame is asserted into working memory. This adds overhead to the 
frame assertion process but simplifies the inheritance procedure. 
Frame Facts 
Frame facts are created when a frame is asserted into working memory. These facts form 
object-attribute-value triples that embody the frame slots. The facts for the house frame are shown 
4,elow. 
(assert.frame house) 
(retract.frame house) 
(asserted_frame house) 
(house style ranch) 
(house exterior vinyl) 
(house number_ bedrooms 3) 
(house bedrooml yes) 
(hollSe bedroom2 yes) 
(Jtouse bedroom3 yes) 
(house .dmniJ1Lroom yes) 
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(house living_ room yes) 
(house kitchen yes) 
(house number_ baths 1) 
(house bathl yes) 
(house garage none) 
., 
This set of facts forms a complete representation of the house in. working memory. The 
example is simple in the fact that it has no inheritance or sub-frames. All of the values are defaults, 
and none of the values are sub-frames. This represents the simplest form of a frame in working 
memory. 
The frrst three facts are frame control facts. Frame control facts work with several frame 
control rules to provide a mechanism for moving frames into and out of working memory. The 
(assert_frame house) fact is placed in working memory when the assertion of a frame is desired. A 
control rule will fire on this fact and assert the frame. The asserLframe function then automatically 
builds and asserts the remaining facts. The second fact (retracLframe house) is placed in working 
memory to automatically remove the frame after it has frred all its rules. The third fact 
(asserted_frame house) is a tag in working memory to note that the frame has been asserted. The 
remaining facts are used to represent the slots of the frame. One fact is created for each slot. 
Inheritance is handled during frame assertion. By adding an ako link to house, new slots may 
be inherited from a parent. Its value can be a frame called building. This defmes the relationship that 
a house is a kind of building. The building frame is defmed below. 
( defframe building 
) 
(slot roof (default yes)) 
(slot basement (default yes)) 
(slot heat (default oil)) 
• 
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This frame will- now be inherited by house when house with tfie ako building slot is asserted. 
Two thin~ happen during inheritance. Ftrst the inherited frame itse~ . is asserted. This allo~ 
.. ,}~-
: / 
reasoning about the parent.. Next, the inherited slots are asserted This puts--defauit inherited values in 
~ -
slots. The. assertions for the ho~ example are shown below. They illustrate the working memory 
contents for the house and building frames with inheritance. 
.. 
(assert_frarne house) 
(house ako building) 
(cmert_frame building) 
(asserted_frame building) 
(building roof yes) 
(building bmement yes) 
(building heat oil) 
(retract_frame house) 
(asserted_frame house) 
(house roof yes) 
(house basement yes) 
(house heat oil) 
(house style ranch) 
(house exterior vinyl) 
(house number_bedrooms 3) 
(house bedroom! yes) 
(house bedroom2 yes) 
(house bedroom3 yes) 
(house dinning_room yes) 
(house living_room yes) 
(house kitchen yes) 
(house number_ baths 1) 
(house bathl yes) 
(house garage none) 
Examining the facts for house, the inherited facts from building can be seen. These facts are 
roof, basement, and heat. Through the inheritance feature, it can be inf erred that houses have heat, 
roofs, and bmements. 
The inheritance in the example above illustrates the ako relationship. The ako relationship 
successively refmes ~ object while traveling down the inheritance tree. Another type of inheritance 
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relationship is the part-of or sub-frame relationship. This relationship is commonplace since mos~ 
objects have component parts. A house is built of pieces. such as windows and doors. These pieces 
may be objects themselves that have parts and sub-parts. . The ability to represent this type of 
.-- relationship adds another dimension to the object capability in FCLIPS. 
Sub-frames are frames that have been referenced as the value of a frame slot. In the house 
example, a sub-frame slot called window can be added, with the value of a specific window, say 
window57. The window57 fr~e is found in domain memory and a request to assert it will be placed in 
,_ 
working memory when house is placed in working memory. This request is performed by adding 
(asserLframe window57) to the set of facts the house frame asserts. When the control rules match this 
fact, the window57 frame will be asserted in the same manner as the house frame was. All of its 
ancestors, slots, sub-frames, and defaults will be brought into working memory. After any rules frre, 
the sub-frame is automatically removed. 
Frame Instances 
In many cases, a frame is treated as a template for building other frames. The constructor 
frame is used to fill in the slots and values of the instance it creates. In FCLIPS instances are created 
by the (instance < instancename > isa < framename > ) function. This function builds an instance and 
places it in domain memory. The framename acts as the model, providing slot names and def a ult 
values. These default slot values can be changed by the fput function. The instance has an "isa" slot 
pointing to the parent that created it. This maintains the inheritance hierarchy. Once created, 
instances are treated like any other frame. 
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Database Access 
One powerful feature of FCLIPS is database access. The frame representation provides an 
excellent method of importing DBASEIII records into FCLIPS. Figure 10 illustrates the mapping of a 
database record frrst into domain memory and then into working memory. The domain memory 
representation becomes the meta-frame for creating instances which represent the records in the 
database. 
Database 
Header 
name 
Record1 
m1ke 
30 
male 
Record2 
•••••••• 
I 
Domain 
Memory 
Database Interface 
Figure 10 
PERSON 
Slotneroe 
Slotqe 
Slot sex 
Person! 
Slot name mike 
Slot aae 30 
Slot sex m0Je 
To Implement the database interface, FCLIPS reads the DBASEIII header and builds a frame 
in domain memory. The fields of the database record used to build the frame representation. Once 
constructed, this frame can read records, one at a time, from the database ftle and build instances in 
domain memory. Domain memory provides a parking place for the instances until they are needed in 
working memory for inference. When desired, the instances are asserted permitting rules to frre on 
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their _contents. In this manner, a databue record can be used directly to control inference. The 
~ 
structure of the database is available in the form of the meta-frame·. This allows reasoning in databases 
whose structure might not be known. 
Database files are o~ned with a call to (open_db3_frame <framenaroe> <filename>). This 
function opens the specified fdename, reads the database header, and b'1ilds a frame with the supplied . 
name in domain memory. The fde is left open for later reads. 
An instance is read from the database fde by calling the (read_clb3_frame <framename>) 
function. This function builds an instance out of the next record in the database ftle. It names the 
instance by appending a number onto the ftlenaroe. It places the instance into domain memory. This 
function returns the name of the instance that w~ created. When the end of ftle is reached, (EOF 
<framenarne>) is asserted into working memory and the ftle is closed. 
4.3.2 Semantics 
Defming the semantics of a data r~presentation is necessary to insure that the representation 
is used correctly. The user of the system must know the meaning of the constructs and the operators 
that manipulate them. The semantics for fCLIPS is def med in the fallowing section. 
Frame Names 
Frame names become identifiers once the frame is defmed. The name of a frame or instance 
~ the key used to fmd its representation in domain memory. When matching facts in working memory, 
· the frame name is the frrst field ·of the fact. It is important\ to choose frame names carefully and 
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consistently. Frariie names must be unique. Redefininga frame replaces the original definition with 
the new one. 
"' Slot names are stored a.1 part of the dom~in memory representation of the frame. When the 
frame is created, a list of slot names is built into the frame description. This list is used to cre~te frame 
facts in working memory. Figure 7 illustrates this structure. Slot names are only meaningful in ffie 
context of a particular frame. The slot name may be used many times in different frames without 
conflict. It is advisable though, to keep the meaning of slot names consistent. Duplicate slot names 
within a frame are not allowed. 
p 
Slot values or defaults are stored with the slots in domain memory. These values may be 
numbers or CLIPS words. Multiple values are not allowed. When a value is a frame name, it is 
assumed to be a sub-frame. Therefore one should make sure that frame names are avoided as values 
unless a sub-frame is desired. 
Asserting and Retracting Frames 
Frame assertion and retraction are handled by several frame control rules. These rules 
recognize three forms of facts 
(msert_frame <framename>) 
(retracLframe <framenaroe>) 
(preserve_frame <framenaroe>) 
To assert a domain memory frame, the fact (assert_frame <framenarne>) is asserted into 
working memory. This will ftre a control rule and place the frame in memory. When the frame is 
asserted, a (retracLframe <framenaroe>) fact has already been placed in working memory. This 
causes the frame to be automatically removed when it h~ frred all possible rules. If it is desired· to 
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keep the frame in working memory, 'the fact (pre8erve_frame <framenaro~>) should be asserted 
before the frame. This will keep the frame in memory until the preserve_frame fact is retracted. 
~ ' ' 
Sub-frames 
Sub-frames can be specified by placing the name of a frame as a value in the slot of another 
frame. This has the effect of placing the defmition of the sub-frame inside the enclosing frame. The 
main use for sub-frames is to express the part-of relationship. Listing #2 in the appendix illustrates an 
example using sub-frames to represent various pieces of a house. In the example, various window 
instances are placed as values in house instances. A set of rules asserts the houses and examines the 
windows to see if they classify the house for high quality construction. The example illustrates the 
Ji 
recursive assertion of sub-frames to frre rules and then the retraction and clean up after frring. 
4.4 Program Emmpk in FCLIPS 
FCLIPS provides support for a frame representation of data in domain memory. PASS is an 
example written in FCLIPS to demonstrate many of the features of FCLIPS. PASS stands for 
P Ackage Selection System. It aids an integrated circuit (IC) designer in choosing the correct package 
f O( a given IC. The designer enters several parameters about the requirements of the package, and 
PASS prints out a list of applicable packages. The structure of PASS is shown in Figure 11. The user 
interface asks the designer some simple questions, and builds a·list of desired package features. A data 
base of packages and their features is then opened and a package description frame created. Each 
record in the data base is read and mapped into a package frame instance. This instance is placed in 
domain memory and is then asserted into working memory. A set of rules check the asserted instances 
for violations of the designer's requirements. If a violation is found, the package frame is retracted 
from working memory. When all of the database records have been asserted, only the ones that suit 
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the designer's requirements are left in working memory. These are then displayed to the designer. 
/. 
This example uses FCLIPS to perform a selection function on a predefined set of choices. · 
User 
-Interface 
Package 
Selecti-on 
Rules 
' 
Output 
Accpetable 
Packages 
Packa.8e Frames 
Database 
of Packqes PASS Architecture 
Fie:ure 11 
\ 
\ 
In PASS, frames are used to abstract the contents of the database ftle. The package database 
,. 
is a DBASEill ftle. A relational database representation is the typical way data is stored today. This 
example illustrates FCLIPS's ability to read the DBASEID header and build a frame that represents 
the database structure. Once the fde is opened, instances of the frame are read and placed in domain 
memory. Domain memory is used ~ a temporary parking place for data until it is needed for 
re~oniog. It allows the data to be asserted or retracted from working memory in order to frre rules. 
When it is no longer needed, the frame description and its instances are removed from domain 
memory. 
·, 
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4.4.1 PASS Control.Strategy 
. There are two control strategies in the P~ exarnp!e. The frrst is an explicit control sequence 
, 
. loaded when the program is reset. Listing #1 in the appendix shows. a deffacts statement that places a , 
set of facts on the agenda Each of these facts enables a certain phase of processing. This. explicit 
control runs the user interface. It prompts for information and outputs the results. 
" 
The second control structure in.PASS is an opportunistic search for a desired package. The · 
strategy is illustrated in Figure 12. The user interface routines built a desired package template that 
places restrictions on the acceptability of a package style. Instances of package frames are then 
asserted into working memory. The rules match unsuitable packages and cause the instances to be 
retracted from working memory. In this example, the rules are negative recognizers. They retract 
instances that do not meet the design criteria and retain ones that do. After all instances have been 
asserted, those remaining in working memory are· the applicable ones. They are displayed to the 
~ 
. 
designer. 
Packeae Frame 
Package22 
,,. 
R.etract 
Paa 22 
Pl: 22 21 R fnune IH'----t 
Frame Control 
Rules 
Packaae22 --~-~~__, 
Seletcion 
Rules 
It 
BacL.paokqe 
'111eu retract. 
Preae 
PASS Inferehce Procedure 
Figure 12 
.r 
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4.4.2 RULE Format 
Rules for selecting packages are written as negative recognizers. The rule below illustrates "the 
typical format of a PASS selection rule. 
( defrule search-pins 
=> 
(desired PINS ?pins) 
(?frame PINS ?Q&.?pins) 
?fl< -(preserve_ frame ?frame) 
(retract ?fl) 
This rule matches instances that have the incorrect number of pins. It removes the preserve 
frame fact causing the frame to be retracted automatically. 
4.4.3 Package Frame 
The frame structure for -a package is def med in the database record. Listing 3 shows the 
definition of a package. The package frame is defmed by the DBASEill header. It acts as a meta-
frame or a def ming frame for the instances of package. Note that there is no inheritance in the PASS 
system. The flat database representation):annot support the complex inheritance relationship. 
r . 
4.4.4 PASS Conclusions 
PASS is a simple application to demonstrate the use of FCLIPS. PASS illustrates the ability to 
read in database files and abstract them as frames in domain memory. This allows a complete 
representation of the database record within the systei;n. A viable control structure is used to select the 
frames that match the design criteria. Updates to the PASS package datab~ can be carried out via 
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simple interaction with the datab~ manager. This results in no modification to the FCLIPS code 
when a new package style is added to the system. 
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S. Conclusions and Suggest-ons for Future Work 
Conclusions _ 
Complex object representation is a key is.me in Knowledge-based systems implementation. 
Traditional languages have been updating their data representations to include complex objects. Rule-
based systems can also support this data representation paradigm. FCLIPS demonstrates the feasibility 
of adding this representation to rule based systems. 
FCLIPS demonstrates that frames provide a data representation that can represent complex 
objects. The addition of a domain memory to hold frames outside of working memory allows frame 
operators to be defmed. Inheritance is one such operator. It constructs -hierarchies of objects and 
simplifies representation of classes of objects. Sub-frame access is another operator that enhances the 
<. 
frame description. It allows frames to contain other frames, providing a multi-level representation. 
Database access is the final operator def med for frames in domain memory. It gives th~ frame 
representation a link to the relational database model. 
The frame representation clarifies the syntax and semantics of complex object representation. 
Unlike approaches that build on top of rule based systems, the structure and syntax of a frame is rigidly 
. ~ 
defmed in FCLIPS. This enforces syntactic conventions on the frame representation. The semantics of 
the frame operators are also well def med. This provides a consistent representation for all users . 
Control of frame inference is a complex issue. FCLIPS introduces a method of asserting and 
retracting frames as facts in working memory. This allows the .efficient Rete pattern matching 
"' 
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algorithm to be used. Frame asRrtion places facts in working memory. These facts are automatically 
retracted after all rule firing., have occurred on them. This method relies OD FCLIPS's FiFO agenda 
and requires some careful programer attention. Future examination may provide. a more complete 
inference method. 
The frame database access works best for applications that have a large number of small 
databases. This is common in many domains,·.· where many decisions must be made with a small 
number of choices for each decision. Since the database access amounts to a linear search, large 
database searches might yield unacceptable performance. Frame database access could be augmented 
with indexed search facilities. This would read in instances only of frames matching a certain criterion. 
Larger databases could then be acce~d, without the overhead of a linear search. 
There are several limitations evident in the FCLIPS implementation. The control rules for 
frame assertion and retraction are inefficient. A hard-coded approach would speed up frame 
retractions. The inheritance structure is limited by the current inference mechanism. The constant 
assertion and retraction of parent frames is unnecessary. Pre-computed inheritance could alleviate 
part of this problem. 
Futllre Work 
The addition of attached procedures and rules would extend the frame system to be able to 
represent more complex objects. These additions would have to include an inference mechanism to 
! 
use ·the attached rules and access the attached procedures. Domain memory could be partitioned to 
handle these additions. 
Future possibilities include optimizing the frame assertion and retraction pr~. The current 
implementation uses a set of rules to accomplish some of these functions. It is possible to compile all 
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of these functions into the system. In this way, frame -.,ertion and retraction would not have as much ~ 
overhead. The inference procedure may need modification though to handle the different retraction 
method. 
One interesting pos.gbility is to modify the Rete algorithm so that it ran match frames as well 
as facts. In this way ,frames would be part of the Rete network and matches on them would not 
' 
require fact assertions into the network. This would involve resolution of complex issues dealing with 
inheritance, sub-frames, and default values. 
(' 
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7.Appendix 
FCLIPS files 
FCLIPS is a modified version of the CLIPS production system distnouted by NASA's Johnson 
Space Center. The system· is written in C and can be compiled on almo.,t any PC or UNIX system. 
The ftles are K&R C compatible. The changes to CLIPS itself Im been minimal. Most of the code is 
added by the ftles below. 
Ftlename 
deffrmco.c 
deffrmfu.c 
defframe.h 
object.c 
var.c 
db3clp.c 
Function 
Adds frame defmition functions 
Adds deframe parser. 
data structures for frames 
frame to fact base interface 
adds misc functions 
add DBASEm utilities to frames 
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FCLIPS additions 
'· 
The following functions have been added to FCLIPS to support frames. 
(fassert < framename >) RBS rule usage. 
Searches domain memory for a defframe called fraroename. H found it cmerts frame control 
facts, inherited frames, sub-frame assert frame facts, inherited slots and the frames own slots. This 
frame will automatically be retracted, after it rues desired rules, unless (preserve_frame 
. 
<framenaroe>) fact is asserted. 
(fput < instancename > < slot.name > <value>) 
" 
Searches domain memory for a defframe called instancename. H found it check for slotname 
and put in value if slot is defmed. Otherwise an error is displayed 
(instance < instancename > isa < framename >) 
Builds a new frame in domain memory called instancenarne. Uses framename as a model and copies 
defaults slots and values. 
(retract_frame < framename >) 
Retracts the frame fromi working memory. removes only the specified frames facts not its sub-
frames or ancestors. 
(show_ancestors <framename>) 
Displays the inheritance hierarchy of the desired frame. Searches up the tree for isa and ako · 
links. It prints a list of parents to aid in debugging .. 
(open_db3_frame <framename> <filename>) 
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Rea<b the DBASEm header from the fdename specified. The header is used to, build a 
defframe in domain memory · that represents the flat DBASEm record Further calls to 
read db3 frame builds instances of this frame from the db3 recorm. 
- -
(read_db3_frame <framname>) 
Reads a single record from the DBASEill fde opened previously into a domain · memory 
frame. It does not assert the frame into working memory. The instance . is named the same as 
framename bu has a unique number appended to it. for example a house frame would yield housel, 
house2 etc. When the ftle reaches the end (EOF <framename> ). isa ~rted into working memory. 
(frames) 
Lists the names of all frames defmed in domain memory. 
; 
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' ; PASS PAckage Selection System 
; By David L. Anderson 4/'15/'XJ 
; In partial fulfillment of MS CSC degree requirements 
; Example program 
; Demonstrates the use of FCLIPS frames. 
; Advises ~esigners on the the selection of 
; an integrated circuit package. 
. ' 
' 
(deffacts fl 
(plwe review_choices) 
(phase results) 
(plwe load) 
(plwe search) 
(phase enter-ycavity), 
(phase enter-xcavity) 
· (phase enter.freliability) 
(phase enter-pins) 
) 
( def rule setup " open the package db3 ftle ad read in heatler " 
(phase load) 
=> 
(read_db3_frame package "packl.dbr) 
(assert(reactin package)) 
) 
( def rule readl " read a package from dbase fde, ~rt it into WM" 
?Z<- (reactin package) 
(not (EOF package)) 
=> 
(retract ?Z) 
( assert(reactin package)) 
(printout t " read instance " crlf ) 
' (bind ?A (read_db3_instance package)) 
(assert (preserve_frame ?A)) 
(assert (asserLframe ?A)) 
) 
• 
' . 
• , 
• , 
{' 
,, 
--------~-----
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; user interface section 
; prompts user and builm <lesired package 
; description. 
( def rule pbasel 
?phase< - (phase enter-pins) 
=> 
(retract ?phase) 
(printout t "Please Enter number of pins the device must have ? ") 
(assert( desired PINS =(read))) 
) 
( def rule phase2 
?phase< - (phase enter-reliability) 
=> 
(retract ?phase) 
(printout t "Please Enter reliabilty , C =consumer, I= industrial/Military ?") 
(assert( desired reliability = (read))) 
) 
( def rule phase3 
?phase<- (phase enter-xcavity) 
=> 
(retract ?phase) 
(printout t "Please Enter x chip size in mils ?") 
(assert( desired XCA VITY = (read))) 
) 
( def rule phase4 
?phase<- (phase enter-ycavity) 
=> 
(retract ?phase) , · 
(printout t "Please Enter y chip size in mils ? ") 
(assert( desired YCA VITY = (read))) 
) 
( defrule matrl-platic "select package material based on reliability" 
( desired reliability ?X&C I c) · J 
=> 
( assert ( desired MA TRL plastic)) 
) 
(defrule matrl-ceraroic "select package material based on reliability" 
( desired reliability ?X&M Im Ii I I) 
=> 
(assert (desired MATRL ceraoaic)) 
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' ; Package cri~rion sear~b rules 
; these rules preserve a package if it meets the requirements 
ij 
; other packages will be automatically retracted 
• 
' 
( defrule search-pins "delete frame if it bas incorrect number of pins" 
(desired PINS ?pins) 
(?frame PINS ?Q&-Jpins) 
?fl< -(preserve_ frame ?frame) 
=> 
(retract ?fl) 
) 
(defrule searcb-mtrl "delete frame if it has incorrect material" 
(desired MATRL ?mat)· 
(?frame MATRL ?Q&-?mat) 
?fl< -(preserve_ frame ?frame) 
=> 
(retract ?fl) 
) 
• 
' ;Print results if we have seen all frames 
• 
' 
• 
' ( def rule resultsl 
(phase results) 
=> 
( assert (phase print-results))) 
( def rule results2 
(phase print-results) 
(?X isa package ) 
=> 
(printout t " package found " er IO 
(ppdefftame ?X) 
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(~rt (posmole_package ?X) ) 
) 
(defrule results3 
(phme print-results> 
(not(?X isa package)) 
=> 
(printout t " No packages meet this specification " crlf) 
) 
• 
' 
• 
' 
• 
' ; FCLIPS control rules 
; manage frame assertions and retractions 
• 
' 
(defrule retract_framel 
?fO<- (retract_frame ?X) 
?fi<- (asserted_frame ?X) 
?f2<-(assert_frame ?X) 
(not (preserve_frame ?X)) 
=> 
(retract ?fi) 
(retract ?f2) 
) 
~1 
(defrule retract_frame2 
(retract.frame ?X) 
(not (asserted_frame ?X)) 
?Z<- (?X? ?) 
=> 
(retract ?Z) 
) 
(defrule retract_frame3 
?Z<- (retracLframe ?X) 
(not(?X ? ?)) 
=> 
(retract ?Z) 
) 
( defrule asserl_.frame 
(assert.frame ?X) 
=> 
(fassert ?X) 
) 
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Usting2 
• 
' ; house example written in clips to test 
; inference methods 
• 
' ( defframe roof "a generic roof" 
) 
(slQt pitch (value ?NONE)) 
(slot style (value hip)) 
( defframe slate~ roof " a type of roof " 
(slot isa (value rooO) 
) 
(slot lifetime (value 100)) 
(slot cost (value high)) 
(defframe fiberglass_roof "a cheaper roof" 
(slot isa (value roof)) · 
(slot lifetime (value 25)) 
(slot cost (value low)) 
) l~· 
( defframe structure " a type of building " 
(slot roof (value fiberglass_ rooO) 
(slot has_heat (value yes)) 
) 
, . 
( defframe house " metaframe for 2 windowed houses " 
(slot isa (value structure)) 
(slot northwindow (value xyz)) 
(slot southwindow (value ?NONE)) 
(slot city(value reading)) 
(slot state (value PA))) 
( defframe housel " a good quality house " 
(slot isa ( value house ) ) 
) 
(slot northwindow (value window57)) 
(slot southwindow (value window57)) 
(slot eastwindow (value window57)) 
(slot has_heat (value yes)) 
( defframe bouse2 " a poor quality house " 
(slot isa (value house ) ) 
• 
) 
(slot northwindow (value window58)) 
(slot southwindow (value window58)) 
(slot eastwindow (value window59)) 
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) 
(defframe window" metaframe for windows" 
(slot mfgr (~ue ?NONE))· . 
(s)pt maint_free (value no)) 
(slot broken (value no)) 
) 
( defframe window57 " instance of a good qualil)' window" 
(slot isa (value window)) 
(slot mfgr (value pella)) 
(slot maint_free (value yes)) 
) 
( defframe window58 " instance of a pane in the butt window" 
. (slot isa (value window)) 
(slot mfgr (value superpane)) 
(slot maint_ free (value no)) 
) 
( defframe window59 " instance of broken pane in the butt window" 
(slot isa (value window)) 
(slot mfgr (value superpane)) 
(slot maint_ free (value no)) 
(slot broken (value yes)) ' 
) 
(deffacts fl 
(11nknown bousel quality) 
(unknown bouse2 quality) 
(asserLframe housel) 
(asserLframe house2)) 
(defrule rl "broken windows ho;use rule" 
(?X isa house) 
?A<-(unknown ?X quality) 
... (?X? ?Z) 
{?Z broken yes) 
=> 
(retract ? A) 
(printout t ?X " has a broken window" crIO 
(assert (known ?X low_ quality)) 
) 
(defrule r2 "bad windows house rule" 
(?X isa house) 
?A<-(unlmown ?X quality) 
(?X? ?Z) 
(?Z mfgr ?Y & • pella) 
=> 
~ 
:·.,,-~ 
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(retract ?A) 
(printout t ?X " 1- a low q~ty window" crlf) 
(~rt (known ?X low_quality)) 
) 
(defrule r3 "if nothing is bad, then house must be good" 
(?X isa house) 
(unknown ?X quality) 
(not (known ?X low_quality)) 
=> 
(printout t ?X " is of high quality" crIO) 
( defrule r4 " print if house is of tpo<>r quality " 
(?X isa house) 
(known ?X low_ quality) 
=> 
! 
\ 
\ 
(printout t ?X " is a low quality house, Don't buy it ! !" crlf ) ) 
( defrule r5 "is there a screw around" 
(?X isa screw) 
(?Y screw ?X) 
(?X matl brass) 
: => 
(printout t ?Y " has a brass screw" crlf)) 
' 
• , 
; clips frames expansion / cleanup rules 
; these 4 rules are used to expand objects and clean them 
; up when their expansion is fioisked. 
; there are three cleanup rules 
; this (Ule removes the (assert_frame <frame-name>) memory element 
(defrule rlOO "cleanup" 
(not (preserve_all_fraroes)) ; if we dont't want to clean up yet 
?Y <- (assert_frame ?X) 
(not (preserve_frame ?X)) ; don't cleanup preserved objects 
?Z<- (cmerted_frame ?X) 
=> 
(assert (retract_frame ?X)) 
(retract ?Z) 
(retract ?Y)) 
• , 
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; this is cleanup rule 2 
; it matches-ALL facts of a frame to be ·removed, and retracts them 
• 
' (defrule rlOl "cleanup part 2" 
(retract_frame ?X) 
(not (usert_frame ?X)) 
?Z<- (?X? ?) 
"=> 
;( printout t " object retracted ->" ?X crlf) 
· (retract ?Z)) 
; This is cleanup rule 3 
; It removes the retract frame fact 
(defrule r102 "cleanup part 3" 
?Z<- (retractframe ?X) 
(not (?X ? ?) ) 
=> 
(retract ?Z) 
.) 
; This rule matches (assert_frame <frame-name>) facts 
; and calls the (fusert <frame-name function) 
; This function asserts all facts from the frame into 
; the fact base. Rules c.an then match on these facts. 
(defrule r103 "match any object and expand it" 
(assert_frame ?X) 
( not (asserted_frame ?X)) ; there exists an object that is not asserted 
=> 
; (printout t "~erted object" ?X crlf) 
(f~ert ?X)) 
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8. Vita 
David Loren Anderson was born on October 29, 1%0 in Detroit Michigan. His Parents are Del W 
Anderson and Mary Anderson raised him in Michigan. In 1974 they moved to Holland Pennsylvania in 
Bucks county. There David ~ttended Council Rock High School in Newtown Pa. He quickly developed 
a zeal for electronics, ham radio, and computers. After high school graduation in 1978, David entered 
Carnegie-Mellon University. He graduated in with a BS in Electrical Engineering in 1982. He then 
began employment with AT&T Microelectronics in Reading PA in June of 1982. David worked as a 
test engineer for Linear Bipolar integrated circuits. His duties included test hardware and software 
development. David married his college sweetheart Randi Lynne Goldberg. on Sept 1,1985. The two 
began traveling through life together and decided to pursue advanced degrees. Through AT&Ts 
tuition assistance program David has worked part time towards his masters degree in computer 
science. He is currently looking forward to building a house, raise horses and orchids, and starting a 
family. 
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